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Gentleman’s Retreat 

Perfect for entertaining, this entertainment center becomes the primary residence for gatherings. 

Its design style is one for the books; transitional styling updates a traditional idea. The curves 

combined with straight lines in a transitional style deliver a look that balances both masculine and 

feminine attributes for a comfortable and relaxing, uncomplicated design. Amazing architectural 

details and great bones are enhanced with rich industrial finds mixed with eclectic, modern 

touches. The designer created an “in-home getaway,” to retreat to after a long day. This design also 

keeps entertaining in a localized area, so guests aren’t wandering around to get to the party.    
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About the Design 

The designer kept functionality at the center of this design as well as a rich and rustic atmosphere. 

To make this entertainment center come to life, Wellborn’s Estate Series was used with the newly 

launched Galena Square door style. The Galena Square door in Hickory is finished in the newly 

launched Gauntlet stain. Hickory cabinets feature an extremely strong, close-grained wood with a 

heavy, flowing grain pattern. The wood has a rugged appearance and coarse texture. The designer 

decided on Hickory cabinetry due to its rich presence and masculinity. Stains are applied to 

cabinet doors to enhance the natural beauty of the wood, while also adding beautiful color. The 

darker Gauntlet stain conceals some of the grain but creates a more vibrant tone and a more 

dramatic look.  
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To add more quality to the cabinetry, soft close hinges were installed in the wall, and base cabinets 

for smooth movement. The wall cabinetry features matching interior cabinet colors. Beautiful 

matching cabinetry interiors further accentuate the transitional look that makes this 

entertainment area so desirable. The cabinet drawers have quality 5/8” hardwood dovetail joints 

providing strength and durability for a lifetime. Also, to add quality Hafele’s Loox lighting program 

is used throughout the cabinetry. Lighting is an essential part of a design, as it provides easier 

accessibility and visual interest.  

With decorative glass cabinets, you can transform your home into a reflection of the real you. 

Whether you want to bring out the beauty of your stemware or create a one-of-a-kind design 

statement in any room, glass cabinet doors allow expression of personal style. A glass door front 

sets the stage for a glimpse of beautiful dishware and dazzling decor, especially with lighting 

involved. The beveled glass makes the design open and inviting, allowing you and your guests to 

feel right at home.  

Decorative Glass Doors and Beveled Clear 

Glass Shelving with Frosted Edge 

Hafele’s Loox 

Lighting Program—

Puck Lighting 

Matching Interior 

Color in Gauntlet  
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Entertain with Ease 

Created for those who love to entertain, this bar comes 

complete with floor-to-ceiling cabinetry. The 

entertainment center uses wall cabinets designed with 

features such as drink cubbies; glass doors for displaying 

glasses; and glass open shelving for decorative pieces. 

The wall cabinetry above the sink features finished 

interior decorative doors with clear glass fronts. The 

remaining cabinetry along the top provides additional 

storage space for rarely used items.  

Tall cabinets top many other cabinet types regarding 

both height and storage capacity, making them the true 

“high achievers” of cabinetry. These high wall glass 

cabinets have clear glass shelving which allows for 

maximum storage capacity. The shelves beneath the 

bottle rack are beveled clear glass with a frosted edge.  

Beveled Clear Glass 

Shelving with 

Frosted Edge 

Clear Glass 

Shelving  

Drink Cubbies and Glass Open 

Shelving 
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As the “heavy lifters” of cabinetry, the base 

cabinets provide bulk storage space. The base 

cabinets below the television, showcase base 

bottle racks on both ends of the cabinet unit. 

The top two drawers feature shallow Birch 

drawer storage solutions for a variety of 

organizational uses. Behind the cabinet door 

are two sliding shelves with soft close guides. 

Hafele’s motorized television lift is installed 

into this cabinet unit which brings the 

television in and out when necessary.  

Base Bottle Rack 

Two Sliding Shelves with Soft 

Close Guides 

Hafele’s Accuride Motorized TV Lift 

Shallow Birch Drawer Storage 
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The cabinets below the open glass shelving 

have storage cube cabinets on both ends of 

the cabinet unit for easy accessibility of 

bottles or containers. The middle drawer 

has a deep divider installed for storing 

variously sized items. Below are three deep 

sliding shelves with soft close guides.  

Storage Cube Cabinets 

Three Deep Sliding Shelves with Soft 

Close Guides 

Deep Divider Drawer 
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Utensil Drawer 

Below the sink is an under sink wastebasket for 

concealed storage and easier accessibility. In the 

center of this peninsula is a miniature 

refrigerator which keeps entertaining in a 

localized area. The cabinets to the right of the 

refrigerator feature a utensil drawer, a cutlery 

drawer, and shallow Birch drawer storage.  

Shallow Birch 

Drawer Storage 

Under Sink Wastebasket 

Miniature 

Refrigerator 

Cutlery Drawer 
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Incorporate open shelving to add storage 

space, perfect for use with or without storage 

baskets, or use shelving as display space for 

collectibles. These open glass shelves are 

illuminated with lighting making the display 

of cherished items noticeable.  

Details 

Adding moulding to cabinets gives them a distinctive flair and a stamp of personality. The Art for 

Everyday mouldings were incorporated to draw eyes upward to linger on a floor-to-ceiling span of 

gorgeous wood. Large cove light rail moulding was applied below the cabinetry to neatly hide 

lighting fixtures and create a soft, subtle and room-enhancing look. The Art for Everyday corbels 

mounted underneath the cabinets above the sink offers key support and decorative detailing.  

Art for Everyday Moulding 

Art for Everyday 

Corbel 

Beveled Clear Glass Shelving 

with Frosted Edge 

Large Cove Light 

Rail Moulding 
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Wide Arch Valance 

A decorative Wide Arch cabinet valance is used as the overhang of floor-to-ceiling cabinetry, 

providing a more finished look of the entertainment center. Integrated matching end panels were 

installed on the seating side of the island to create a furniture look. Not to be confused with 

integrated matching ends, wainscot panels adorn the backs of the cabinets, the island, and the 

columns. They dress up the back side of the island and with the help of integrated matching ends, 

makes it look like an authentic furniture piece.  

Wainscot Wall 

Panel 

Wainscot Base Panel 

Integrated Matching End Panel 


